Demonstratives Exercise
 THIS (house) and THESE (houses)

- are near

 THAT (house) and THOSE (houses) - are far

Fill the gaps with this, these, that or those.
1 I don't like this chair. I like ....................... one over there.
2 A:(picking up an umbrella) Is this your umbrella?
B:Yes, it is. Thank you.
3 A:(pointing to the corner of the room) Is that your bag?
B:Yes, it is. Thank you.
4 ....................... house is old but that one on the other side of the street is quite new.
5 Sean is ....................... boy at the back of the class.
6 The red shoes are awful. I like ....................... shoes here.
7 I really like ....................... hat you're wearing?
8 Look at ....................... earrings I'm wearing. I bought them in the market.
9 ....................... people at the next table are stop talking really loudly.
10 Do you remember ....................... black jeans I'm always wearing? I got bleach on them.
11 If ....................... kid doesn't stop screaming, I'm going to another restaurant and quickly!
12 Waiter. ....................... coffee tastes funny.
13 Don't do it like that. Do it like ....................... .
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I don't like this chair. I like that one over there.
A:(picking up an umbrella) Is this your umbrella?
B:Yes, it is. Thank you.
A:(pointing to the corner of the room) Is that your bag?
B:Yes, it is. Thank you.
This house is old but that one on the other side of the street is quite new.
Sean is that boy at the back of the class.
The red shoes are awful. I like these shoes here.
I really like that hat you're wearing?
Look at these earrings I'm wearing. I bought them in the market.
Those people at the next table are stop talking really loudly.
Do you remember those black jeans I'm always wearing? I got bleach on them.
If that kid doesn't stop screaming, I'm going to another restaurant and quickly!
Waiter. This coffee tastes funny.
Don't do it like that. Do it like this.
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